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Abstract

Large software projects, specifically computational biology research projects, require a rich documentation scheme that can guide generally any user through the process of downloading, installing and running the project. Kevlar, a genomic sequencing framework is an example of a large project that has a documentation that falls behind it’s size. Upon downloading Kevlar, the installation process takes the user to multiple pages that only lead users to copy paste the first command they find to see if it works. Installation of software should be basic and smooth, or users might seek software elsewhere (proprietary, not free software with an easy install). Considering the nature of the Kevlar project, it highly needed a user friendly documentation that let users to a successful, first try installation that would result in users actually using the software. This paper focuses on successfully setting up and running Kevlar on multiple platforms while also creating a documentation that better suits the potential user traffic of an open source project of its nature and size.

You can download the full Kevlar with the new documentation here: https://github.com/afrotonder/kevlar

Introduction

Genome sequencing and sequence assembly are a few of the most hot topics in computational biology, bioinformatics and computer science overall. Due to the management of large genomic data, projects of this nature tend to get big fast and as a consequence require much maintenance and a rich documentation. The general problem in genomic data handling is the amount of computational power required to analyze large amounts of data with the least amount of errors, which require large and complex algorithms.

Recently, many open source genome management tools have been released for the public to use as research software. As mentioned, the documentation of these research software requires for them to be insightful, productive, and accessible considering the user traffic it might attract and the possible longevity of the project. Open source projects are also made to be used by others who do not necessarily have the same experience as the author(s), which is another reason a good documentation is key in making good research software, or any software to be exact. As stated by Dr. Winston Royce in his paper Managing the Development of Large Software Software Systems: [1], “Without good doc-
Kevlar [2], a newly released open source genome sequencing framework is an example of a big, successful project with a documentation that seems ‘default’ [1]. An online documentation is provided, although it is scattered between a website and various githubs, and it takes a while to get the software running. A README is available with the project bundle and on its official github, but they both lead to the same array of links and github accounts. Once Kevlar is set, it becomes the ultimate framework for genomic data handling. Along with an integrated CLI with subcommands and an automated Python-driven workflow, Kevlar is capable of much more than its documentation structure show.

Re-documenting Kevlar will probably increase its productivity by enabling users to easily install and run the software. Including a full documentation will also likely enable users to run Kevlar without leaving the development environment, something not possible before this paper.

Methods

Open source projects such as Kevlar often require a work environment with all its dependencies available. After setting up an environment and installing all dependencies, software should normally run. If all dependencies are not listed together, something is bound to get lost between the lines. Documentation of each step is required to maintain the project integrity on every installation. To better structure a project, work done must be documented in two important places: a README and a Manual. README’s are plaintext files that hold information pertinent to the software such as a description of the software, downloading the software, the steps necessary to get the project or software running, etc. Manuals or ‘Man pages’ are another form of documentation found in UNIX environments that act as a ‘quick help’ and contain a more mechanical explanation of the software it represents, detailing each command if available and providing running information along with examples. Although it is not a requisite to have both methods of documentation, having both will greatly increase the ease of use of any software project.

Implementing Documentation Types

After all software requirements were gathered, documented and installed, testing could commence. Kevlar has the ability to be run in a step-by-step manner to better gather data from each part of the project and also in a workflow manner that bundles all of Kevlar’s functionalities and runs them as one program. The step-by-step manner is run with the Kevlar CLI, a command based workflow that lets you call each of Kevlar’s functionalities such as counting kmers, aligning contigs and calculating a likelihood score for unique reads (see [2], p.8-10). To run the Kevlar CLI, the user had to go to a separate URL to find all of the available commands with examples. Although Kevlar provides a ‘help’ command that displays a list of these CLI commands, they are displayed without flags or possible parameters. To solve this, a UNIX Man page entry was created using the online CLI documentation mentioned above. Man pages have
the advantage of being available offline, in-terminal and are completely editable if anything should be added, making Kevlar more accessible users.

The workflow manner is handled differently and requires an extra software dependency called Snakemake [3]. Setting up Snakemake is a bit line consuming, so these steps we’re not added to the Man page. Instead a new section was created in the project README specifically for the Snakemake workflow along with each step and command available [4], plus another dependency [5] found along the way.

After documenting both ways of running Kevlar, the project README seemed to be taking a new direction. Kevlar’s old README was a short, linked description of what the software did, where to get it, and where the documentation was. Essentially, the README was pretty ‘default’. The next step was to revamp the README into a new, fully informative source that helps any user install, run and enjoy Kevlar. The new README was divided into 7 major parts: Description of project, Setup Virtual environment, Download Kevlar, Download Genomic Test data, Running Kevlar, Setup Development Environment, and Miscellaneous Information. Each part was derived from all different parts and links of Kevlar’s documentation and only excludes each Kevlar CLI command, which would have made the README too long.

Testing the software with new documentation

The restructuring of Kevlar’s README has improved the projects productivity. The next step was testing Kevlar with the new documentation on different platforms or operating systems. Kevlar and it’s dependencies are pure Python and depend on a UNIX-like environment to run in. Microsoft Windows is one of the most used operating systems, but it has no easy way of running Kevlar unless you install a virtual machine, which is why this operating system was discarded for testing. UNIX-like operating systems chosen to test we’re the two most popular to users: macOS and Ubuntu.

Ubuntu: Test passed

Following Kevlar’s new README, Ubuntu received a smooth installation of all dependencies and the framework itself. Privilege errors may occur, but that depends on how and where the virtual environment was configured.

macOS: Test failed

With Kevlar’s old README, installing the software led to multiple errors. On creating a virtual environment and installing all dependencies, snakemake was the only software not installing. It was apparently due to a dependency of snakemake, which depends on a Python module called cython that has a line of code considered deprecated in Python3.7. It is a recent and common error seen in several different Python projects like [6] and [7], and is solved by installing Python3.6 as seen in this [8] other Python project with a similar error. This error has not been officially corrected, so Python3.6 will be needed for Kevlar on macOS in the time being.

After eliminating the error mentioned, the Python package manager pip started giving errors due to version incompatibility. The pip package installed
was done so with Python2, which is currently at the end of its lifetime and developers are encouraging abandoning it for the more stable Python3. Due to this, pip was completely removed from the Kevlar virtual environment and reinstalled with Python3 for future use. After these steps were documented and Documenting these steps provides a clear path for those looking to install and use Kevlar on any UNIX-like platform. With Kevlar’s newly documented README, re-trying the full installation resulted in error-free success.

Results
Following Kevlar’s documentation proved to be challenging. Dispersed between two different websites and 3 different githubs, the setup took at least one hour. Running Kevlar took about twenty minutes due to the running commands and specifications being in two pages of a same documentation site and a github account. The project is excellently built, but was probably built by a group of developers and is being used by the same group of developers, which do not necessarily require a ‘by-the-hand’ walkthrough on how to install and run the software.

Running Kevlar in two different operating systems led to different results, adding additional steps to the installation process. The operating system ubuntu displayed an easy install while macOS backfired. Python version conflicts arose on macOS and some modules had to be replaced manually, causing the process of installation to become longer. Without testing and documentation on different platforms, software projects are limited to the environment it was created in, which isn’t always similar between users with different versions of different operating systems on different computers.

Implementing a new documentation scheme to Kevlar improves it’s productivity by making it simple to install. Instead of having to visit five different websites to setup Kevlar, now users only need to have the project locally and all the information needed is available. The new README provides a step by step process on setting up a virtual environment, installing all dependencies and running the Kevlar Snakemake Workflow. A UNIX Manual also included in the project improves Kevlar’s user experience by enabling them to access each CLI command in-terminal and with examples.

Conclusions
Open Source genome sequencing research projects are becoming more common every day, which opens a large field for many users to contribute in. When projects become sufficiently large and require maintenance, the original developers might not be contributors anymore. This presents a problem for these types of projects if no well structured documentation scheme is implemented. Users might not all be experts on the subject, so it is imperative to have a well defined README that contains at least the following parts in detail: description, how to download, how to install, how to use and examples. Including specific and important steps such as software version differences and possible platform dependencies can make installing and using any software less of a pain for experienced and inexperienced users alike.
Future Work

Considering Python2.7’s deprecation at the end of this year (2019), Kevlar should be adapted to Python3 to avoid future problems. It is imperative to document this change, for the contrary would imply users running the software to find many errors that are not easy to dig through.
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